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This is the third and final special issue of THE TRIBUNE focus~ng entirely on plans and 
preparations for the World Conference and Non-Governmenta) Organizatio~s (NGO) .Forum to be 
held in July 1985 in Nairobi, Kenya, to mark the culmination of the United Nations Decade 
for Women. The two previous special issues were #22 (1st Quarter 1983) and #26 (1st 
Quarter 1984). Copies of these are still available for anyone who would like to have the 
complete set. 
The World Conference to Review and Appraise the Decade for 
pre-determined agenda with attention focused on the final approval 
documents under consideration. (See pages 4-19). 
Women wi 11 have a 
or otherwise of the 
FORUM "85 will consist of a wide variety of events, panels and workshops organized and 
conducted by women's groups from all over the world. (See pages 20-27). However, it will 
not be the activities of either the Forum or the Conference that will be decisive in 
achieving the goals of the Decade. These will only be achieved by the work and commitment 
of all of us in our own countries and regions. It is for this reason that IWTC will be 
working on several publications in the days following the Nairobi events, that will 
include many of the home-based activities as well as the Nairobi-based events in the hope 
that as many people as possible will be able to share in the events that culminate the 
Decade. Therefore, please keep us informed of any activities you are planning in your 
country or region, so that we can include this information. 
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INTRODUCTION 
TO THE 
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WORLD I~ 
FERENCE 
The World Conference to Review and Appraise the United Nations Deca?e '.or Women 
will be held in Nairobi, Kenya, from July IS-26th, 1985. Clear~y, it is no easy 
task to undertake a global review and appraisal of the achievements of the 
Uecade and the obstacles that remain to be overcome in the struggle of women 
for equality, development and peace. The monumental undertakin~ has en~ailed the 
collecting of information from every Member State of the United Nations, the 
compiling of this information, and the preparation of documents that fairly 
represent this data. 
In this issue of The Tribune, we have tried to give a short summary of the major 
documents prepared by the Conference Secretariat and other Organs of the United 
Nations, and presented in "final" draft form at the meeting of the Status of 
Women Commission Acting as the Preparatory Body for the World Conference in 
Vienna, March 4-13, 1985. 
As this issue goes to press, another meeting of this Body is convening at United 
Nations Headquarters in New York, to review the documents once again, and come 
to final decisions for presentation to the Economic and Social Council of the UN 
and thence to the World Conference in Nairobi in July. 
It is impossible for us to give any detailed description of each document (e.g. 
the World Survey alone is 243 pages long), and we do not claim to have done 
this. We suggest that those of you who want to read the full document make 
contact with your nearest UN Information Centre, or write to UN Headquarters to 
obtain copies of the documents you particularly need. A full list of these is 
given on pages 28 and 29 for this purpose. 
Il'iPORTANT: Only accredited delegates of Governments or Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs) will have access to the World Conference. The NGO Forum, 
known as FORUM '85, to be held in Nairobi from July IO-19th, 1985, is open to 
a·11. Proposals emerging from the Forum can be transmitted to the World 
Conference through lobbying Government delegates and through accredited NGOs 
attending the Conference as observers. 
NERE7 
HEH • 
The WJRLD CONFEREH:E will be held at 
the Kenyatta International Conference 
Centre, Nairobi, Kenya. 
Dates : July 15-26th, 1985. 
FDRUM '85 will be opened at Kenyatta 
International Conference Centre on July 
10th , with all subsequent v.0rkshops and 
rreetings taking place at the University 
of Nairobi, Kenya. 
Dates: July 10-19, 1985. 
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WORLD ~URVE¥ OM THE 
ROLi. OF WOMEM 
IN DEVE.LOPMEtlT 
The V\br 1 d Survey is a lengthy ( 24 3 pages ) multi -sectora 1 and 
interdisciplinary survey that seeks to analyse the role of w011en in 
relation to key developrrental issl..Es as outlined in the International 
Developrrent Strategy for the Third UN Developrrent Decade . Prepared in 
collatoration with the different departrrents and agencies of the 
United Nations system , the World survey is divided into the follaving 
eight sections : 
1 . Overview on the Role of Wanen in Developrrent . 
2 . Women in Agriculture . 
3 . Role of Wanen in Industrial Developrrent . 
4 . Role of Women in M:>ney and Finance . 
5 . Role of Wanen in Science and Technology . 
6 . Role of Women in Trade . 
7. Role of W011en in the Develop-rent , Use and Conservation of 
Energy resources. 
8. Concept of Self-Reliance and the Integration of wanen into 
Developrrent . 
This very substantial document deserves to be carefully studied by al] 
t hose who are interested in steps being taken by governrrents to 
address sane of the rrajor issues confronting w011en . Here is a sampling 
of some of the inforrration contained in the Survey : 
WOMEN.,~ WORK ... 
"v-brren workers are underestimated in official statistics , largely 
because women's work tends to be confined to sectors that escape 
registration such as the inforrral labour sector , agriculture and 
t rade .. . " (Part One : Overview on the Role of V\brren in Developrrent : B. 
wanen's invisible work) 
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"It is virtually impossible to identify any country in which national 
strategies have generally benefited ¼Drren 's roles in agriculture ... " 
(Part TWo: Worren and Agriculture: III. Ways and .Means of Improving 
Wanen's Agricultural Roles.) 
IMPACT OF WORLD ECOHOt.\Y 
" ... the evidence presented here indicates that the structural changes 
that occurred in the ¼Drld econany in the last two decades had a 
greater (negative) impact on the female than on the male 
work-force ... "(Part Three: The Role of Worren in Industrial 
Developrrent: I. Present Role of Wanen in Industry.) 
WOMEN IM THE MEDIA 
"vibmen are under-represented in the media, and there is often a 
tendency to establish stereotyped or even distorted irrages of them. 
Coverage by the media of wanen as participants in economic activitiy 
and the general developnent process has been inadequate: wanen are 
very rarely connected with issues of global importance ... " (Part 
Eight: The Concept of Self-Reliance and the Integration of Worren in 
Developrrent. F. Science and Technology: Mass Corrrnunication.) 
REVIEW e. APPiAliAL 
- R~fd'd' 
- I/Ill~ 
This 300 page report is based on responses to a ~12-p~ge que~tionnaire sen~ to 
every Member State of the United Nations . It is divided into 15 sections, 
including: an overview; general trends in equality, development and pea~e; 
employment; health and nutrition; education; communications and media; 
demographic factors; energy; water and sanitation; human settlements; 
industrialization; refugee and displaced women; rural development; science and 
technology; monetary factors, services and trade. 
Generally, the mood of the review and appraisal is optimistic. Most Governments 
reported some improvements in the situation of _women des~ite the fact that the 
review was carried out against a backdrop of maJor economic and social setbacks 
worldwide. Many Governments acknowledged that in poor economic situations, women 
usually suffer the most. 
A. REVIEW AND APPRAISAL OF ACHIEVEMENTS: 
EQUALITY: In the area of legal equality, the review reveals that substantial 
progress has been made during the Decade. Countries have continued to review and 
amend existing legislation containing discriminatory clauses. A few countries 
have established special bodies in addition to the general court system to 
oversee the enforcement of laws on equal rights. Abuse against women and 
children are serious legal concerns. 
EMPLOYMENT: Although women make up more than 35 per cent of the formal 
wage-earning labour force worldwide, they continue to occupy positions as 
low-paid salaried employees. In developing countries, unpaid family workers are 
usually women. Many countries report that they have created or restructured 
governmental bodies that seek to advance the status of women as workers, 
principally through the elimination of discriminatory treatment in the work 
pl ace. 
HEALTH: Governments cited many attempts to make basic health services more 
widely available, with emphasis on the primary health-care approach. An 
increased understanding of women's role as the major provider of health care and 
the major health decision-maker is particularly significant. Given the 
importance of these roles, it is paradoxical that women's own health needs are 
frequently neglected. 
EDUCATION: The Decade has seen substantial growth in educational opportunities 
for girls and women at all levels, but particularly in basic education. However, 
in the developing countries, data from Governments and other sources make it 
clear that a substantial discrepancy exists between equal educational 
opportunities and the reality of equal enrolment. 
MEDIA: Some changes in the image of women presented in the media were reported, 
with increased portrayal of women as workers and professionals and discussions 
of women's changing roles. Almost half of the countries reported studies on the 
topic of women's image in the media. Many of these studies reveal the 
persistence of inaccurate stereotypes. 
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DEVELOPMENT: Research on the role of women in development during the Decade 
revealed that development has rarely benefited women equally. Women have always 
contributed to development, frequently with little or inadequate remuneration 
and usually without recognition. Inclusion of women in national planning and 
policy objectives was reported in an increasing number of countries during the 
Decade, and a large majority of countries of the world have created some form of 
national machinery for the advancement of women. 
PEACE: Women participate actively in non-governmental organizations with peace 
objectives and several specific peace projects are mentioned in the review. The 
report acknowledges that women's participation in non-governmental peace 
organizations is and will continue to be an important force in the world. There 
is little participation of women in governmental initiatives or negotiations. 
OTHER TRENDS: The report noted the catalytic influence of United Nations 
activities in support of women's advancement and the interest created worldwide 
in women's roles and contributions as a result of the UN Decade for Women. The 
report further noted the expansion of research and writing about women covering 
women's role in history, and their contribution to art and literature. A 
substantial growth has also been seen in the world-wide "networking" of women 
through conferences, new publications, technical assistance cooperation, and 
exchange of persons. Specifically noted is the work and contribution of women's 
organizations. 
B. REVIEW AND APPRAISAL OF OBSTACLES: A Sampling: 
The most often cited obstacle was the traditional prejudice against women by 
which women are frequently perceived as inferior to men. 
Also cited are women's needs related to child-bearing and child-rearing 
responsibilities. Paradoxically, the critical societal function of child-bearing 
invites discrimination against women and prejudices their advancement, 
particularly in the area of employment and education. Specific requirements, 
e.g. maternity leave, pre- and post-natal medical services for both mother and 
child, etc., are considered obstacles to continuous advancement at the workplace 
and in civic and political life. 
Frequently cited is the double work burden of women, i.e., the combination of 
domestic and economic activities that, in addition to child-bearing, 
characterizes the lives of women in most countries. Also noted is the fact that 
experience requirements for entry-level professional jobs are disadvantageous to 
women who may have spent several young adult years in child-bearing and 
child-rearing. This also affects pension and benefit schemes for women. 
In the educational arena, a major obstacle is the fact that curricular offerings 
in educational institutions are often segregated by sex, with females enrolled 
in higher numbers in literature and the arts, social sciences and home 
economics, and in lesser numbers in mathematics, physics, engineering and 
management. ~ 
IITYATION OF WOMEN .: CHII.DREN 
t.lVIIIG IN 
OC&UPIED 
TE.R~ITORIE.$ 
This report is an upjate of 
the re[X)rt of the Secretary 
General of the United Nations 
prepared for the Canmission of 
the Status of Wanen in 1984. 
As no canprehensive study 
related to the status of 
Palestinian wanen has been 
prepared within the United 
Nations system during the past 
year, it draws exclusively on 
rerent reports and other ma-
terial deaJ.ing with various 
aspects of living oonditions 
of Palestinian people in the 
Arab occupied territories, 
prepared by United Nations 
l:xxUes . 
The report con02ntrates on 
[X)litical and social matters 
relating to settlements, op-
pressive practi02s , employ-
rrent and wDrking conditions , 
education and health facil-
ities . There is also a section 
on assistance given by the 
international oorrrnunity. 
A small section of the re[X)rt 
notes the wDrk of Palestinian 
wDrren's organizations, sane of 
which date back as far as 
1921. They have developed 
relief prograrrmes, shelters 
for disabled persons, edu-
cational prograrmres for [X)Or 
children, health and literacy 
centres, wDrkshops, and rrother 
and child-care units. They 
bave also developed self-
reliance, vocational training 
and incane-generating prog-
ranmes for wanen, relief 
prograrrrnes for refugees and 
oorrrnittees for the preser-
vation of heritage & culture. 
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WOMEN A~D C.HIL~REN 
LIVING UNDE.R 
RAC.l&T MIHOAITY 
RE~IMEa 
In its resolution 38/108 on 
"Preparations for the World 
Conference to Review and Appraise 
the Achievements of the United 
Nati ons Decade for Women", the 
General Assembly decided that at 
the 1985 Conference, "particular 
attenti on will be paid to the 
problem of women in Territories 
under racist colonial rule and in 
Territories under foreign 
occupation, . .. " 
This document concentrates on the 
political aspects of the situation 
of women living under apartheid, 
including political trials, 
political bannings, oppressive laws 
and practices, the policy of 
"bantustanization", influx control 
and removals of the population. 
Included under the social and 
economic aspects of women living 
under apartheid are: living 
conditions, health, education, and 
employment. 
The final two sections of the 
document cover activities to 
promote awareness of the plight of 
women and children living under 
apartheid, and assistance 
programmes available, particularly 
those of organizations and agencies 
of the United Nations system and 
non-governmental organizations . 
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( A l CON f. ttf- ( ~ ) 
The Regional Intergovernrrental Preparatory Meetings were held as 
follows: 
Economic and Social Ccmnission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) : 
Tokyo, 26-30 March 1984: Econanic Ccmnission for Africa (EX?A): Arusha, 
8-12 October 1984 : Economic Ccmnission for Europe (ECE): Vienna, 15-19 
October 1984; Economic Comnission for Latin Arrerica and the Caribbean 
(ECLAC) : Havana, 19-23 November 1984; Economic Comnission for western 
Asia (ECWA): Baghdad, 3-6 December 1984 . 
Major recanrrendations included the following: 
ESCAP (ASIA AND THE PACIFIC) - (A report on the recorranendations from 
this rreeting was given in a previous edition of The Tribune, Number 
26, First Quarter 1984) 
ECLAC (IATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN) -Strategies for the Future: At 
the National level: National develoµnent plans should not be limited 
to devoting a special chapter to issues of concern to women 
..• rreasures that refer to these problems should be incorporated in 
every pertinent sector; warren's national machineries should be 
positioned at a sufficiently central and high level to influence key 
decision-makers in governrrent; measures should be taken to eradicate 
the transmission of sexist cultural rrodels; alternative channels of 
canmunication should be promoted . At the Regional level: Measures for 
the search for political and negotiated solutions to the conflicts in 
Central Arrerica should be supported; great efforts should be made to 
strengthen the EX::LA.C wanen's prograrrme. At the International Level: 
International bodies should create conditions to provide warren with 
the possibilit·~s of access to develoµnent in their capacities as 
artists and ,portswomen; technical, scientific and economic 
coor;eration , social and cultural exchanges among countries of the 
region and other developing countries should be encouraged; activities 
of INSTRAW should be strengthened. 
CONFERENCE 
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ECE (EUROPE) -.Develoµnent perspectives and policies should take into 
account that v-.Drren represent a large and increasing proportion of the 
work-force; in case of the need for budgetary constraints to control 
public and state expenditure, Governrrents should give special 
consideration to avoiding direct or indirect discrimination against 
wanen; special attention and specific rreasures are needed for those 
groups of wanen who are particularly vulnerable, such as rural wanen, 
pcor urban wanen, migrant wanen, v-.Drren from ethnic minorities and 
indigenous populations, disabled wanen and wanen who are heads of 
single parent families; the situation of migrant women should be 
given special attention by the Governrrents of host countries. 
ECA (AFRICA) - Extensive recornnendations from the ECA Regional 
Preparatory Meeting covered international, regional, national and 
local level strategies in the areas of: A. Agriculture and Food 
Production (including technological improverrents, integrated farming 
systems, training for women, improvement of women's organizational 
capacity in farming activities, access to land, capital and water, 
improved basic rural infrastructure, improvements in marketing 
opportunities, etc.). B.Impact of Desertification on the Condition of 
women. C.Industrial Development for Africa (including the employment 
of women in industry). D.Human Resources Development(including wanen, 
health and population). E.Peace and Apartheid in South Africa and 
Namibia. F.Refugee and Displaced Women. G.Monitoring Changes in the 
Situation of vbmen in Africa. 
Ff3!vA (WESTERN ASIA) - The major recornnendations from the Western Asia 
preparatory meeting concerned: A.A Strategy for Arab vbmen in Western 
Asia to the Year 2000. B.Priorities, Policies and Prog-rammes 
(including political participation and improverrents in legal status, 
employment and production, education and training, nutrition, health 
services and housing, family, mass rredia and communication programnes, 
we.men's organizations, disadvantaged groups). C.Worren and Issues of 
Peace. D.Regional and International Cooperation (including Arab 
regional cooperation, problems of world peace, and international 
cooperation). E.Recomrendations to Member Countries of Ff3!vA 
FO&WARD-1.00ICING 
STiAT£GIEi ..... . 
This document outlining forward-looking strategies _to the year 2000, sets_forth a series 
of guidelines and recommendations for member nations of the United ~ations to '.allow 
regarding efforts to promote the advancement of women. As such, it wil) be~ priority 
item on the agenda for discussion at the July 1985 World Conference in Nairobi. The 
draft of this document provoked considerable discussion and debate when presented to the 
third meeting of the Preparatory Commission (PrepCom) in Vienna in March 1985, with 
substantive amendments proposed by : The Group of 77 (l); a group of Eastern bloc 
countries (2); a group of Western countries (3). (See footnotes below). 
At a resumed PrepCom in New York in late April, almost 100 paragraphs were left 
undecided and placed within brackets to be discussed in Nairobi. It is therefore 
important to note that this is not intended as a summary of the final document. 
The document, which is very comprehensive in scope, has been developed using the themes 
of the Decade: Equality, Development and Peace, with two additional sections entitled 
Areas of Special Concern and International and Regional Cooperation. Each section first 
lists major obstacles, then basic strategies, fol lowed by measures for the 
implementation of the basic strategies at national level. 
The following is a summary of strategies suggested under the major subject areas: 
EQUALITY: Legislative changes in the economic, social, political and cultutal spheres to 
be made; power to be shared on equal terms with men; effective institutions and 
procedures to be established to monitor the situation of women; elimination of 
stereotypes through formal and informal educational channels, the media, 
non-governmental institutions, political party platforms and executive action; the 
sharing of domestic responsibilities by all members of the family and the equal 
integration of women's informal and invisible economic contributions into the mainstream 
of society. 
DEVELOPMENT: Women to participate in development as intellectuals, policy-makers, 
decision-makers and planners; _wome~ ~o fully participate in political processes and to 
have an equal share of power in guiding development efforts and in benefiting from them; 
init~a) emphasis to be placed on employment, health and education; grass roots 
partic:patory processes and_ planning approaches to be instituted using local talent, 
expertise and res~urces; mainst~eam programmes and projects that are not confined solely 
to statements of intention within plans or_to small scale, transitory women's projects, 
to be formulated and implemented; appropriate valuation of the household functions of 
women to be undertak~n'. and the subsequent establishment of systems for sharing this and 
parental responsibilities. 
FOOTNOTES:(l).A/Conf.116/PC/L.18, put forward by "members of the Group of 77": (2). 
A/ConL116/PC/CR~.3, put forward by the delegations of Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet 
Soci ~l:st Rep~blic, ~ze~hoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, 
Ukraini~n Soviet Socialist Republic, USSR. (3). A/Conf.116/PC/CRP.2, put forward by the 
delegations of Canada, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany Greece Netherlands, New 
Zealand and Norway. ' ' 
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The devel opment secti on of the document is divided into specific action areas: Employment, 
health, educati on, food and agriculture, industry, trade, commercial services, science 
and technol ogy, communicati ons, housing, devel opment, transport, energy, environment and 
social services . 
PEACE: Governments, the U.N. system, NGOs, relevant institutions and individuals to 
strengthen women's participati on in peace activities; women's role in independence 
movements t o be commended and used as a basis for their full participation in the 
reconstructi on of the i r countries, and in the creation of new humane and just social and 
political systems ; the devel opment and testing of nuclear weapons and the arms race as a 
whole t o be stopped, and women to be actively involved in all efforts to achieve this end; 
peace education t o be established for all members of society, and intensive efforts made 
to eliminate incitement t o prejudice, hatred, bigotry, discrimination, injustice, public 
and domestic vi olence, war and abuse of power in whatever form they appear; legal measures 
to be formu l ated t o prevent violence and to assist women victims; national machinery to be 
established to deal with the question of violence against women within the family and 
society. 
AREAS OF SPECIAL CONCERN: This section contains basic strategies for implementation of 
actions in the foll owing areas: Rural poor women; urban poor women; women in areas 
affected by armed conflicts, foreign intervention and threats to peace; elderly women; 
young women; abused women; destitute women; women victims of trafficking and involuntary 
prostitution; women deprived of their traditi onal means of livelihood; women who are the 
sole supporters of families; physically and mentally disabled women; women in detention; 
refugee and displaced women and children; mmgrant women; minority and "indigenous" women; 
women and children under apartheid; Palestinian women and children. 
INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL COOPERATION: Monitoring to be carried out at international and 
regional levels based on national-level monitoring, including input from non-governmental 
organizations; technical cooperation, training and advisory services to be undertaken to 
promote endogenous development and self-reliance; international institutional coordination 
to be strengthened, particularly in relation to the exchange of information on the 
advancement of women; research and policy analysis related to women to be action-oriented ; 
increased participation of women in international- and regional-level activities and 
decision-making; information on progress in achieving the goals of the Decade and on 
implementing the Forward-Looking Strategies to be widely disseminated; recruitment, 
promotion and retention of women in all specialized agencies and organizations of the UN 
system; women to be appointed as diplomats and to decision-making posts within the UN; 
opportunities for employment of spouses of UN officials at duty stations and supportive 
services to be provided for families of UN officials and diplomats. 
R£.Vl£W L APPRAIIAL 
OF THE VN S¥~TEM ... 
'l'his report swnnarizes responses to a questionnaire sent to al 1 
organizations within the UN system to assess the imp:ict on v.0rren of 
programrres and activities carried out by the UN organizations for the 
advancen-ent of v.0rren . Inforrration was also gathered to determine the 
status of female staff in the UN system including the number of fanale 
staff at the various l evels , their nationality and educational 
background . 
A sampling of the responses to the questionnaire reveals that : 
-focal points for the organization of activities relating to 'M'.)!1'€11 
and developrrent have now been designated within rrost organizations 
of the UN system; 
-there has been an increase in the proportion of women attending 
training oourses supported or organized by the UN system; 
-The rrandated goals have only been p:1rtly reached, and the overall 
target for the p:irticipation of women in the system has not been 
attained, nor has a substantial increase in their representation 
at all Professional levels been secured . However, it is noted 
that sorre progress has been rrede in reviewing personnel practices 
in order to ensure better recruitrrent, prorrotion and career 
opportunities for wanen . 
TOCA\.. ~OINfS 
PRO NOTION 
~ll4t SEL ICTID $TA'l'liTIC8 ~,E~ A~D INDICATOR~ OH 
ll1 T'NE aTATUI OF WOMEH 
CONFERENCE 
(~) ~-! 
~ 
1. Total JX)pulatian (000s) 
2. Percentage t otal !X)pulation age 0-14 
3. Percentage total population 15- 59 
4. Percentage 6D+ fenale; percentage !X)pulation 60+ 
5. Percentage total population rural 
6. Pop. change i.;er year ( % ) : rural , urban 
6. Pop . change i.;er year ( % ) : tota 1 
l:Ill'CATION , TRAINING AND LITERACY 
7 . Per centage age 15-24 illiterate 
8. Percentage age 25-44 illiterate 
9 . Percentage age 25+ entered secondary level 
10 . Primary leve l enrolment (000s) 
11 . Se=rdary level enrolment ( 000s) 
12. Percentage secondary enrolrrent vocational 
13 . Thi rd level enrolment (000s ) 
14. Corrbli1ed prirrary-secondary enrolrrent ratio 
s:::rna-uc ACTIV ITY 
I.alx>ur for ce participation rates (i.;ercentages) 
15 . Feirales, males (overall) 
16 . Feirales , rra les , ages 25-44 
17 . Feirales , rrales , ages 45-59 
18 . Percentage labour force fenale : rural , urban. 
Per centage l abour force feirale : total 
Drployrrent s tatus , occupation , industry . 
19 . Per centage total population unpaid family ..orkers 
20 . Percentage total !X)pulation anployees 
21. Percentage tota l population professional / admin. 
22 . Percentage total !X)pulation clerical / sales 
23 . Percentage labour force in irdustry 
24. r,<a le, f enal e wage ratio , non-agricultural 
HOUSIBOLffi , l"ARITAL Sl'A'IUS AND FIBTILITY 
26. Percentage age 15-19 never rrarried 
27 . Per centage age 45-59 not currently rrarried 
28 . Percentage age 6D+ not =rently rrarried 
29 . Tota l fe rt i lity rate 
30 . r,<arr ied =ren using =ntraceptives ( % ) 
31 . Average tnusehold si ze: rural, urban 
Average household s i ze : t otal 
HEAL'Tii AND NUI'RlTION 
32 . Life expectancy at birth 
33 . Child survival age 0-5 years 
34. Survi val r a t e age 15-45 
35 . Mcl tem a l mortality rate 
36. Anaemia: pregnant , non- pregnant fenales (% ) 
37 . Percentage births trained attendants 
38 . Percentage deaths fran infectious and parasitic 
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
diseases 
39 . ~s natimal legislative bodies 
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DOCUMENTS 
This ccrnpilation presents 
39 statistical irrlicators 
on the s ituation of worren 
for 172 countries or 
areas of the world. All 
rrerrbers of the United 
Nations and all other 
countries or areas with a 
population of 150,000 or 
rrore are covered. 
The cx:xnpilation presents 
indicators in the fie lds 
of population, education, 
training and literacy; 
econanic activity; house 
hold, ITT3rital status and 
fertility ; health and 
nutrition; and poli tical 
participation. It begins 
with a r evi ew of the 
current state of 
devel oµnent of ccmcepts 
and methods for 
collecting and cx:xnpiling 
statistics and i ndicators 
on the s i tuation of wanen 
and the methods used in 
preparing the data base 
for t he doet.nnent and 
their possible 
impl ications for further 
work at national and 
international l evels. 
Technical notes explain 
the sources and rrethods 
used in cx:xnpiling each 
indica t or and the 
principal ccmcepts used 
in = llecti on and 
cx:xnpi lation of the 
underlying statistics. 
?AltTICl1'ATION O:S: 
This document, compiled by the conference Secret~riat at the request of t he 
Secretary-General of the UN , reflects inforrration f~om non-goven:irrental 
organizations (NGOs) which hold consultative status with the Economic and 
Social Council of the UN (ECOSCX:) . 
I.CONIRIBillIONS BY NGOs TO THE UN DECADE FOR WJMEN : NG0s have actively 
supported the UN Decade for women since its in~epti~n ~t the World 
Conference of International warren's Year he ld at Mexico City in 1975 . 
Throughout the Decade , International NSOs have worked to publicize and to 
implerrent the results and reconrnendations of the 1975 and 1980 UN World 
Conferences of the Decade . At national level, in collaboration with 
Governments, NGOs have launched their own projects and activities and 
supported and assisted government programnes . NGOs have also been active on 
national wanen's comnittees established by Governments and have provided 
on-going infonration and support to women's bureaus. 
NGOs have engaged in research and data collection , hosted a number of 
conferences and seminars , and produced a wide range of publications , 
including leaflets, posters , audio-visuals , resource manuals , canmunit y 
guidebooks and resource books. 
At t he four regional preparatory conferences for the 1985 world Conference 
of the Decade , NGOs organized parallel conferences of representatives of 
NGOs fran the regions . In addition , a Pre-Conference Consultation of NGOs 
was held in Vienna in October 1984. 
I I. CONI'RIBUTIONS BY NCDs TO : A.REVIEW AND APPRAISAL : The UN Question-naire 
to Goverrurents was circulated to relevant NGOs and responses ~re received 
fr<T.1_ 26 organizations . In addition , the NGO Planning Cc:mnittee distribut ed 
another questionnaire to a wide variety of NGOs at local national and 
i nternational level . Replies were received fran 72 national and 65 
international NGOs . 
Gener ally , replies confinred much of the infonration contained in repl i es 
t o the UN Questionnaire to Governments . There was general agreerrent that 
t he Dec~de had ~el~ to ~oster a more positive view of wanen in societ y 
and t hei r contribut ion to i t, as wel l as of their needs . On the other hand 
it was noted that the translation of these attitudinal changes into actio~ 
had been s l ~w and not entirelr successful . Most progress had occurred in 
the edu~a~ional levels attained by wanen, followed by the econani c 
opport urut~es and , t~ a lesser extent , the health services available t o 
them. The in~reased involvement of wanen in promoting peace was also noted 
a s a ¼Drld- wide advance. Less progress had been achi'e ed · th of , . . . . . . v in e area 
wanen s parti~ipation in political life and in decision- makin at all 
l evels of society . g 
t8 
NGOs IN THE 
UN J>EtAPE 
B.OBSTACLES: Cultural and traditional practices were cited as presenting 
the greatest challenge to the full emancip:'ltion of wanen. In addition, the 
current critical global ecxmanic situation was the most serious threat to 
the rights and gains already acxruired.The low visibility of waren in 
decision-rraking positions was a rrajor obstacle preventing a more dynamic 
and direct approach to "°rren ·s full integration into the political and 
e=nomic society of their respective =untries . Replies also referred to 
additional problems en=untered by female members of minority religious 
groups. Reproductive freedan was generally underlined and identified as a 
basic right, which became more difficult to attain as family and societal 
pressures to produce or not produce children became national or State 
priorities. 
C. INTERREx:;IONAL MEEI'ING.S : Examples of findings at NGO regional meetings 
include: Africa - the growing poverty throughout the region due to famine , 
and lack of water, the policies of apartheid and the increasing number of 
refugee waren were prime =ncerns: L. AIT-erica -equality of opportunity for 
wcrnen was stressed as an urgent priority , also the need for worren to be 
engaged in political activities to combat repressive situations, and to 
change attitudes and =nditions at rural levels. 
D. FDRWARD-LOOKING STRATEx:;IES: (a) At the goverrurental and political level : 
Increased P3rticiP3tion of wanen in local, national and international 
political and econanic decision- rraking; Enforcanent and ratification of 
existing national, regional and international policies, declarations and 
conventions; Increased support to NGOs working on waren's issues. {b) 
Consideration to be given to the legal, e=nanic, political and cultural 
rights of "invisible" waren who have no organizations to represent their 
interests. ( c) Horizontal and vertical linkages between national am 
international NGOs to be strengthened, p:'lrticularly between those in the 
developed and developing world, in the areas of technical and financial 
assistance, dissemination of inforrration and mobilization for =llective 
action. 
III.REXXMMENDATIONS BY NGOs: Specific recanmendations are outlined by NGOs 
in the follc,,,;ing areas: EQUALITY; DEVELOPMENT, including increasing 
understanding among wanen, strengthening the caP3city of NGOs in developing 
countries, developnent, education and political advocacy, wanen in national 
and international rrachinery, transfer of financial resources, organizing 
and networking, strategies related to projects and programres and training ; 
PEACE , including strategies for political activists, e=nomists, 
scientists, child educators , theologians, the support of worren living in 
situations of conflict or high internal violence, NGOs involved in 
signature campaigns, NGOs involved in carrnunication and inforrration 
activities, UN, Governrrents and International NGOs; EMPLOYMENI' ; HEALTH; 
EDUCATION ; MEDIA; l-n1EN IN EMERGENCIES; YOUNG vD-1EN AND GIRLS; REFUGEES 
AND MIGRAfTI'S;AND ELDERLY \-n,,irn . For full details of this irrportant 
document, and the full text of each of the reccmnendations, please refer to 
the List of World Conference Docurrents on p:'lges 28-29. 
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~ I TUATIONS. 
FORUM '85 is a 10-day non-governmental meeting to be held in Nairobi, 
Kenya from July 10-19, 1985 to mark the culmination of the Decade for 
women. FORUM '85 will consist of hundreds of panels and workshops , 
run almost entirely by the participants, and coordinated by a Planning 
Canmittee working under the auspices of the Conference of 
Non-Governmental Organizations in Consultative Status with the 
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations (CONGO) . The central 
Planning Corrrnittee is based in New York , with a Kenya Organizing 
Ccrnmittee in Nairobi , and canmittees in Geneva and Vienna . (See page 
27 for addresses for each of these c:omnittees) . 
As this issue of The Tribune goes to press , over 700 applications for 
panels and vX)rkshops have been received by the NGO Planning Corrmittee 
in New York. As part of its Information Resources for the Decade for 
Wanen series, rwrc is working with the Planning Carmittee to produce a 
full list of all of these activities. This booklet, Number Four in the 
series, should be available in early May 1985 . All those who vX)Uld 
J.J<e to receive a copy should contact IWI'C . As with most of the 
publications produced by rwrc, it will be free only to groups and 
individuals in the Third World. 
FORUM '85 will be officially opened on Wednesday July 10th , 1985 at 
the Kenyatta International Conference Centre in Nairobi . Registration 
will take place on the two preceding days . On Thursday July 11th, all 
FORUM '85 activities will be moved to the University of Nairobi for 
the ranainder of the time, ending at the University on Friday , July 
19th. 
WltAT TO IXPIGT,,, 
The University of Nairobi will be the main Forum site and the 
majority ~f works~ps , J?clnels, 7xhi~its , etc. , will take pl~ce there . 
The Planning Camu~tee is coordinating plenary sessions in 12 areas : 
0e:7eloPffiE:!nt, F.quality, Peace , Hea~th, Education, Employment, Youth , 
Aging , Ml.gran~s'. ~efugees , W<?rren in Eirergency Situations , and Medi a . 
All other activities are being organized by non-governmental groups 
from around the world. 
r :a ::1 1· •. ' ..... Ci. :_ .. 
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WHAT NOT TO EXPECT,,, 
Do not expect to be sent a schedule of workshops and participants 
prior to your arrival in Nairobi. The schedule will be published on 
the first day in the Forum newspaper. 
Do not expect simultaneous translation at all Forum events. 
Interpretation from and to Spanish, French, English, Swahili and 
Arabic will be provided only at rrajor plenary sessions. 
Do not expect to attend the World Conference taking place at the 
kenyatta International Conference Centre from 15-26 July, or to send 
fonra.l resolutions to the Conference. Although the Forum is organized 
in relation to the UN Conference, it has no direct relationship. 
Ho.vever, proposals emerging from the Forum can be transmitted to the 
World Conference through lobbying Government delegates and through 
repr tsentatives of NGOs in Consultative Status with ECOSOC who will 
have observers at the Conference. 
SOMI u,1,u.1. ,,,, .... , 
ha&Lth 
July is in Kenya's coldest season. Temperatures at noon 
range from 20-22 degrees C (68-72 degrees F). Jackets and 
sweaters will most likely be needed in the evenings. Nairobi 
is at 1500 metres (4 '950 feet) above sea level. 
It is recorrmended that you take precautions against rralaria. 
Typhoid, cholera, and yellow fever inoculations are option-
al. Hospital facilities are available. Hotels and game 
lodges supply safe drinking water. 
Foreign currency must be reported on arrival and currency 
changed into Kenya Shillings will be recorded on a decla-
ration form provided to you at the airport. In March 1985, 
the rate of exchange W'aS: $US 1.00 = KSH 16.5. No Kenya 
currency can be taken out of the country. An airport tax of 
$US 10.00 must be paid in foreign currency on leaving the 
country. 
English and SW'ahili are the national languages. Here are 
some samples of Swahili for you to practice: 
Hello-Jambo: Welcane-Karibu: Goodbye-Kwaheri: 
How are you?-Habari?: Thank you-Asante: Where?-wapi? 
rOOr> PF.OC&~r~ea 
A)Jt) 'i.TORA<:J ~ 
"rf.Gff!JOLOGl&i .. 
Are you working with a women's project that uses some 
technology? Have you had experience in using technologies 
field-tested , that cause endless problems and that have 
impedirrent to the project? Have you thought about the 
involved in developing technologies for their own use , 
closely with agencies that develop technologies? 
form of innovati ve 
that have not been 
in fact becorre an 
need to have wanen 
and of working more 
These are some of the questions and issues that will be discussed at Tech and 
Tools : An Appropriate Technology Event for Women at Forum '85. Tech and Tools is 
being co-sponsored by IWI'C , the world YWCA and the Appropriate Technology 
Advisory Council (ATAC) of Kenya. Many other international , regiona l and 
national groups are "'°rking with the three co-sponsors in an effort to 
coordinate activities , displays, and workshops that will focus on wanen's 
acoess to and uses of technologies worldwide. Technologies in the areas of food 
processing, agriculture , health (including water and sani- tation) , incorre 
generation, oornnunications and energy will be featured . 
Sorre of the groups currently involved in planning activities and displays for 
Tech and Tools include : UNICEF (Eastern African Regional Office , Kenya) ; 
Intermediate Technology Development Group (UK); Kenya Energy t-X;Os (KENGO) ; 
Environment Liaison Comnittee (Kenya); Kenya YWCA; Kenya Girl Guides ; Maendeleo 
ya Wanawake (Kenya) ; Arrerican Association for the Advancement of Science ; and 
others . 
IWIC will be particularly involved with the 
Camunicat ions Technole<jies section of Tech and 
Tools, working with regional \,Ote!l·s media 
networks such as : Federation of African Media 
wanen; Asian wanen·s Research Actioo Network; 
Latin Arrerican \,OteI} • s media groups; wanen and 
Developrent Unit (caribbean); and other l,Ote!}·s 
r egiona l efforts . Technole<jies that will be on 
displ ay and available for daraistration and dis-
cussion will include: Rural printing press, 
silk-screen processes, si.nple duplicating equip-
rrent , microcanp..!ter , video equiprent , radio, slide 
equiµnen t . :r..c,...-cx,st media workshops are also 
planned . 
Displays an:l danoostrations by 
other groups will include : 
Bianass energy, hand-p.mps , 
fuel-efficient stoves, 
focrl-prooessing and 
snall-business technole<jies; 
fish-Sl!Dking technole<jies , 
palm-oil presses, and a host 
of others. 
YOU CAN PARTICIPATE IN TECH AND 'IDOLS WHEI'HER OR Nor YOU PLAN TO BE IN 
NAIROBI. IF YOU WILL BE A'ITENDING THE FORUM, BRING EXAMPLES OF YOOR WORK 
WITH TECHNOI.(X;Y AND PARTICIPATE IN WORKSHOPS, DISCUSSION GROUPS AND 
STRATEGY SESSIOOS. IF YOU CANNor COME TO NAIROBI , SEND INFORMATION ABOOT 
YOUR ACTIVITIES . WE WILL SHARE THIS WITH PARTICIPANTS IN TEXJ-1 AND TOOLS AND 
INCLUDE ANY INFORMATION ON TECHNOLCGIES IN THE PLANNED CATALOG OF WJMEN'S 
TECHNOLCGIES THAT WILL BE PUBLISHED AS A FOLlrn-UP TO THE NAIROBI MEETINGS . 
LET US HFAR FRCM YOU! 
2.4 
.::ee a~ he 
International Wanen's Filmforum/Nairobi ' 85 is a ten-day prograrrme of 
film and video that will run concurrently with FORUM '85 from July 
10-19, 1985 in Nairobi, Kenya. The programrre will feature work by, for 
and about women from around the world, and will place special emphasis 
on rraterial addressing the concerns of participating nations fran a 
wanen's perspective. The Filmforum is being organized by Harbourfront 
in Toronto, Canada, in cooi::eration with the National Film Board of 
Canada and the Filmforum's International women's Steering Canmittee. 
For further inforrration about this special event, we suggest that you 
contact e ither Hannah Fisher or Suzanne Pope at: 
Harbourfront Corporation 
371 Queen's Quay West 
Toronto, Ontario M5V 1A2, CANADA 
Tel: (416) 863-9898 
Telex: 06-986391 'IDR 
or one of the members of the Filnlforum's International Steering 
Canmittee at the following addresses: 
E.dyala Yglesias , 
E)mra f i lire 
R.Maynnk Veiga , 
28/6 Anda r Centro , 
Rl.o de Janeiro , Braz11 . 
/>SlA AND THE PACIFI C: 
Shirley Alex 
c/o Vll1l0Chana 
No . 7 Balaji Layout 
Wl-eeler Rd . Extn . 
Bangalore 560- 084, India 
Victoria Treol e 
Australian Film Camri. ssion 
8 West Str eet 
North Sydney , NSW 2001 
Australia 
Parnunder VH 
Laura Ruiz 
Zafra , A.C 
Leonardo Da Vinci 482 
C. P . 039 10 
Mexioo 19 , D. F . 
Yu Went mg I Wendy Yu J 
Elnbassy of the People· s 
Republic of China 
515 St . Patrick St. 
Ottawa , ont . KlN 5H3 , canada 
Irene santiago 
Als'RAN 
P .O. Box 208 
Davao City 9501 
Phi I ippines 
Greater Landon Ethnic Counci 1 
Rm 686A, County Hal I 
l.a1don SEl 7PB , U. K. 
EUROPE: 
Jitka Ma rkvart ova IE . Europe Rep. I 
71 (.).Jeen ·s Quay Wes t 
Tor onto , ont a r io MSV lA2 
canada 
NORTH AMERlCA AND CARIBBEAN 
Geraldine Rogers 
National Film Boa rd of canada 
Studio D, P-4 3 
P . O. Box 61 00, Station A 
Mon tr ea I, Que . H3C 3H5, canada 
Debra Z :iJTureman 
waren /13ke l'Dvies 
19 w. 21st Street, 2nd Floer 
New Yor k , NY 10010 
USA 
AF1UCA: 
Phi I van der Linden 
Crnemi en , Amstel 256A 
1017 AL Amsterdam 
Netherlands 
SOnia Mills (J amaica) 
c / o rwrc 
777 united Nations Plaza 
New York, NY 10017 
USA 
Ada-Gay Griffin 
Third World Newsreel 
160 5th Ave , Suite 911 
New York, NY 10010 
USA 
Euru ce Njambi f\athu 
FJIM-/, P .O. Box 50795 
Nairobi, Kenya 
1 
2 
CRAFTS MARKETPLACE: Organized by the Women's Bure~u of Kenya and 
Kenya External Trade Authority. The Marketplace will be ~e'.d _at 
Nairobi City Hall, and will feature Kenya cr~ftswomen exh1b1t1ng 
selling their products. Other African countries are als o expected 
participate. For more information, contact: Pamela Mboya, Kenya 
Organizing Committee, P.O. Box 54562, Nairobi, Kenya 
the 
the 
and 
to 
NGO 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND DAY CARE ACTIVITIES: Coordinated by Kenyan 
women. Contact Joyce Umbima, Kenya NGO Organizing Committee, P.O. Box 
54562, Nairobi, Kenya 
FIELD TRIPS TO VILLAGE PROJECTS: Organized by Kenyan women. Contact: 
Jane Kiano, NGO Organizing Committee, P.O. Box 54562, Nairobi, Kenya 
KARIBU: Women's Centre for Women of All Faiths: Organized by World 
Council of Churches, 150 Route de Ferney, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland; 
Church Women United, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, NY 10115, USA; and 
All-Africa Conference of Churches, P.O. Box 14205, Nairobi, Kenya. 
CULTURAL EVENTS: Including music, art, photographic exhibits, folk 
drama and many other performances and displays. Contact: NGO Planning 
Committee, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA 
WOMEN, LAW AND DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR: The Overseas Education Fund (OEF 
International) and collaborating organizations in Africa, Asia and 
Latin America will convene an international forum on Women, Law and 
Development as part of FORUM '85. Case studies are currently in 
preparation on various aspects of law and the effect on women in many 
countries,_including Malaysia, Sudan, Sri Lanka, Ecuador, Nigeria, 
Kenya, India, Nepal, Peru, Colombia and others. For more information, 
contact: WLD Forum, OEF International, 2101 L Street N.W., Washington 
D.C. 20037, USA. 
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FORUM EVENT4 (c:onfinuf:cl) 
INTERNATIOOAL ¼OMEN'S STUDIES INSTITUTE IN KENYA : This institute will 
provide training and support for 26 participants , half from the United 
States or other West ern countries , and half from Kenya and other 
African countries . It is planned for four weeks. During the first 
week , there will be preparation for reporting on , and analysis of , the 
NGO Forum sessions . Through the ten-day Forum, Institute participant s 
will function as reporting teams , each team composed of at least one 
Western and one African participant . Then there will be a period of 
analysis and synthesis of the 30-50 collected session reports 
culminating in a final report . For more inf?nnation , contact : Judy 
Mings , Director , IWSI, 1230 Gr:--nt /\venue , Box 601 , San Francisco , CA 
94133, USA. 
IO~E. VIE.FUL ADDREIIE5 : 
1. 
NG'.) PLANNING CCMMITTEE 
777 United Nations PLaza 
New York , NY 10017, USA 
Telex : 144568 
Tel : (212) 599-8082 
Cable : f\GOFORUM 
2. 
NGO PLANNING CCMMITTEE 
C.P. 50 
1211 Geneva 20 
Switzerland 
Tel : 98-84-00 ext . 483 
CONVEIDR : ...... . . . . . Dame Nita Barrow (Barbados) 
(USA) 
(Turkey) 
(Peru) 
CCORDINATOR : ... .. . .. Virginia Hazzard 
PRCGRAMME OFFICER : .. Tulin Akin 
INFORMATION OFFICER : M:3.rgarita Luna 
n&1ro1JI 
KENYA NG'.) ORGANIZING CCMMITTEE 
P.O . Box 54562 
Nairobi , Kenya 
CHAIRPERSOO : Eddah Gachukia 
4. 
Vltlttl\& 
NC..O PLANNING CCMMITTEE 
Pfe ilgasse 9-11 / 61 
A-1080 Vienna , Austria 
s. UN CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT UN/ CSDHA P.O. Box 500 
Vienna , Austria 
SECRETARY GENERAL : Leticia Shehani 
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inTRODUCTiOn 
This issue of The Tribune focuses on marketing for women's small business projects, in 
response to the numerous requests we have had for information on this area, as well as the 
number of reports and project descriptions which point to marketing as the weakest element 
in women's business plans. 
In countries worldwide, women have traditionally played a significant role in marketing 
and have accumulated important experience. A critical issue in considerina the marketina 
question is that women have important skills and capabilities in relation to marketing, · 
but modern business practices exclude women and make such marketing activities as distri-
bution and promotion difficult for us to undertake. This newsletter raises issues about 
women's participation in marketing systems. We hope it will encourage women to pressure 
technical assistance agencies, aovernments and training institutions to make skills and 
resources available for the development of effective and appropriate marketing strategies. 
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MARKE.TlnG Know~HOW 
"Marketing is a process of findinq out what products or services 
people want or need to buy, and providing them, hopefully at a profit 
to the seller. It consists of all the activities involved in getting 
goods and services from the producer to the consumer; that is, product 
design, market research, promotion and pricing." 
from: Small Business Management and Ownership 
CRC Education and Human Development, Inc. 
~!~ THE HI G-GL-ERS 
(I) ?N ~AMAIC.~ ... 
i:~ ,HE MARKET 
wOMEN OF 
&HANA ... 
~l; 'THE VE&E1ABL-E 
c2.> VENDORS IN 
DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC. ... 
~!~ THE SiREET 
VEnDORSin 
INDIA ... 
~~ THE CRAFTS-
(3> WOMEN In FIJI. .. 
. . . ARE ALL MARKETING "EXPERTS" IN THEIR OWN SPHERES OF INFLUENCE 
+ 
,__E BUT DOES OUR EXPERIENCE 
~H~ UFIT', into THE MARKET ? 
• 
AS ••• 
*LOCAL BUSINESSES GET BIGGER .•• 
*THE ECONOMY RELJES MORE AND MORE ON FOREIGN BIG BUSINESS 
AND IMPORTEO GOODS AND SERVIfES ••• 
*THE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL SITUATION IN A rouNTRY 
BECOMES MORE r.OMPLTCATED ••. 
.•• inflations ••. 
••• ~evaluations ••• 
.•• coup o'etat ••. 
• . . etc •.•• 
*BUSINESS IS CONDUCTED ALONG THE LINES OF PRIMARILY 
WESTERN MODELS nOMINATED BY MEN •.. 
*THE RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR PACKAGING AND PROMOTING 
PRODUCTS AND SERVI1ES BECOME MORE SPECIFIC AND r.OSTLY 
TO COMPLY WITH •.. 
~ -. A"'~" -· 
l>IRE"CTllfl ' A "'~" ---
'&•ARD Of l)IRE"<:TO~S : 
All "'t" --. 
THE WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE THAT WOMEN HAVE IN MARKETING TS UNDERVALUED. 
WOMEN NEED TO BE RETRAINED TO USE THEIR MARKETING KNOW-HOW IN NEW 
KINDS OF ENVIRONMENTS ••• OR THE ENVIRONMENTS IN ~HICH WOMEN DO BUSINESS 
NEED TO BE CHANGEO TO Ar.COMMODATE WOMEN'S MARKETING SKILLS ••. 
WMY IS l'tARKE.TlnG THE nEGLECTE.'D 
E..\..~'MENT 1n so MAnY W01'1E.,n
1
S lnGOME.· 
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rRODUCI nG PftOlECTS & ~'nTE.~PRISES? 
*Because the technical assistance agencies that are availahle to 
assist women have little experience with marketing, and focus 
instead on management and production. 
*Because women's husinesses are frequently "small" or "micro" 
enterprises, poorly capitalized and understaffed, so that there 
are too few people available to do all of the work necessary to 
start a business . Tn most cases, production receives the greatest 
attent i on . 
*Because many women's businesses are locally-based, serving a 
community in which they live, and the assumption is that the 
women know the community so well that there is no need to do 
market research . Frequently, however, this assumption proves 
untrue. 
*Because women have not had equal access to training in the whole 
r ange of business skills, including market research~ promotion, 
qu al ity control, pricing and distribution. 
*Because modern marketing techniques and systems are created and 
dom ina~ed by men, _so that women's traditional approaches to 
marketing hecome ineffectual in the modern sector. 
" ••• traditionally, it has been the women (in Nigeria) who 
have con~rolled the smal l commercial markets. They have been 
very a~tiv~ w~olesalers ~swell as retailers. These women are 
ope~ating indigenous family enterprises . They are not pri-
marily managers in the modern sector." 
Ms . Eleanor Fapohunda, Nigeria 
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AnD WHAT HAPPEns WHE.n 1'2ARK~TlnG 
IS neGL't..CTED ? 
COMMON MARI<ETinG- MISHAPS : 
*You produce more of a product or service than the market 
can purchase ... 
*You do not realize that there are many other businesses 
se l ling the same product or service and that the market is 
"saturated" ... 
*You price your product or service under what the market can 
afford and thus reduce your profit • .. 
*You price your product or service over what the market can 
affor d so that few people have enouqh money to buy .• . 
*You design and/or package your product or serv i ce i n a way 
that does not attract buyers .. • 
*You do not meet the standards of quality that the market 
and government regu l ations demand . •. 
*You choose the wrong s i tes and audience at which to tar get 
you r product or serv ice ... : ... . . . .. . . . .. 
. . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . ,. ·· . 
Lack of attention to marketing can result in any of the mi sfortunes descr ibed 
above and wi ll affect your profits. One way to avoid th i s i s to be cer t ain 
that you and your group think very carefully about precise ly who will be 
buying your product or service .. . 
'7 
MAR.KETlnG conSIDERATIOnS 
WHAT TYPE:5 OF MARKETS C.An BE !ARG-eTED? 
One of the most siqnificant problems for businesses is determininq the 
right market for their product. For many women's smal l husinesses in 
developinq countries, findinq the market that has sufficient funds to 
purchase their products or services in sufficient quantity and at the 
right price has been a major problem. Below are some thouohts on 
different markets: 
Local/ 
Neighbor hood 
Markets 
Countrywide/ 
National 
Markets 
Export/ 
Internationa 1 
Markets 
Advantages 
-Buyino hahits anrl 
purchasinq power 
more easi ly ~nown . 
-~inimizes problems 
wi th distribution and 
transoort . 
-Easier to reach 
huyers with promo -
tion and advertisinq. 
-IncreasPs numbers of 
huyers and thus ro-
tentially orenter 
profits. · · 
-Provides acce~s to 
huyina power of 
wealthiPr co,rntries 
and consumers. 
-Creates larae, if 
not inexhaust-
ible, population 
of consumers. 
Disadvantages 
-Becomes saturated 
q11ickly . 
-Frequentlv cannot 
afford to oav for 
hioher-oricerl items. 
-More difficult to 
know huyina habits 
and likes/disli~es . 
-Requires national distri -
bution of ororlucts . 
-May require intermediary's 
involvemPnt in sPlling. · 
-Creates dependency on in-
tPrmediary/impnrt~rs to 
translate market trends 
and requirements . 
-Extremely complicated re -
quirements of quality con -
trol , licensinq, shippina , 
etc . 
-R~quires far more sophis -
ticated control of finan -
cia l and pr oduction 
systems . _______ _ _ ___ a ___________ __.) 
Matke 
youtse 
lnterm 
Middl 
Sales 
Matke 
Coop 
~Tl~! 
IAR&E)( 
~ 
r antages 
nn ' 
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OTHER MARKETlnG conSIDERATIOn5 
AnD WHAT' GHAnnELS C:An We tDEnTI FY 
TO REACH OUF. MAR.KETS ? 
Many modern marketing channels are not appropriate or accessible to 
women's small businesses in developing countries . Whether a oroup ai ms 
at local, national or export markets, it must develop a strategy for 
reaching the market. Below are four ideas on potential channels: 
MaTket it 
yourself 
Intermediaries 
Middlemen 
Sales Agents 
MaTketing 
Cooperatives 
Alternative 
Marketing 
Organizations 
Advantages Disadvantages 
-Do not have to pay 
for services of 
agent . 
-Maintain control 
of sales and dis-
tribution. 
-Can offer their 
acquired experi-
ence and contacts 
to your product. 
-Removes reponsi-
bi l ity from your 
group. 
-Share costs, re-
sponsibilities and 
skills amonost a 
number of groups. 
-If women-owned and 
operated, retain 
experience and re-
sponsibility in 
hands of women. 
-Often have strong 
social/educational 
goals. 
-Your group may not have 
experience with and access 
to a broad market. 
-Many women's groups are un -
derstaffed, so there may not 
be enough time and staff to 
handle marketing internally. 
-They sometimes charge hiqh 
commissions which dramati-
cally reduce your group's 
profits. 
-You have less control of 
marketing and sales. 
-Activities and commissions 
of intermediaries must be 
monitored carefully . 
-May not have developed as 
broad a ranqe of channels 
as commercial enterprises . 
-May not have developed as 
hroad a range of channels 
as commercial enterpr i ses. 
-May provide wide -Often restrict product l ine 
range of assistance. to handicrafts. 
-Provide entry to 
export market. 
-Often located in industria-
lized countries . 
Small businesses must generally 
charge more for a product than a 
big business, because they cannot 
reduce the per item cost through 
volume . How can a small business jus-
tify the higher cost of the items they 
produce? How does this affect women who 
are frequently involved in small, rather 
than large, businesses? 
In larger businesses, there are 
generally special departments for 
each business function (i.e., market-
ing department, accounting division, 
etc.) In small businesses, the owner 
or cooperative must generally take charge 
of each aspect. What effect does this have 
on the marketing capability of small busi-
nesses? 
"Marketing" by definition, implies 
satisfying a need as well as creating 
demand for a product or service. In 
regard to creating a need, do we, as 
women, want to be involved in traditional 
market tactics of promoting consumerism? 
How can we satisfy market needs and 
run profitable businesses without 
making use of traditional tactics 
that create needs and manipulate 
consumers? 
10 
e~ cons1 DE.RATions .. :, 
To be able to launch 
a successful marketing 
campaign, it is neces-
sary to become familiar 
Women's businesses fre-
quently lack capital. When 
it is hard enough to find funds 
for production and distribution, 
broader marketing ta sks are viewed 
as "extras". What method can a 
woman's business use to deter-
mine what proportion of pre-
cious funds should be de-
voted to marketing? 
with the mar ket. In some 
cultures, women are not per-
mitted to negotiate and / or par-
ticipate in com~ercial environ-
ments, and must thus leave 
marketing to an intermedi-
ary. How does this affect 
their ability to do 
business? 
Marketing is a spe-
cialized science and 
skill. To obtain experi-
ence and know-how it is im-
portant to have training and 
business experience. Acknowled-
ging that women do not have equal 
access to business experience 
and training, what special 
measures can be taken to 
assure that women gain 
the know-how to launch 
succe ss ful marketin g 
campaigns? 
Keeping all these con s iderations in r1ind , it is still "'-. 
i mportant for us to understand and use those marketing L,I' 
procedures which will help us to run better businesses ... 
u 
MARKE.TtnG 
The marketing process is ongoinq throughout the life of a 
business. Below are brief de scriptions of the different ele-
ments of marketing. Whether you're starting a new busi~es~, 
or introducing a new product or service within your ex1st1ng 
business, you should be sure to cover each of the steps 
described below: 
1. l'tarket research 
In this phase,you should find the answers to the following: 
*WHAT IS THE EXACT PRODUCT OR SERVICE THAT YOU WILL SELL? 
*WHO WILL BUY IT? 
*WHAT PRICE WILL THEY PAY FOR IT? 
*HOW MANY OTHER BUSINESSES AR E OFFERING THE SAME PRODUCT OR 
SERVICE? WHAT MAKES YOUR PRODUCT DIFFERENT? 
*HOW WILL YOU ~ET YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE TO THE CONSUMER? 
(For more information, see page 14/15) 
2.pa.ck~sln$ a,nd production of -
your product or s,rviee 
During this phase, you should be able to determine: 
*WHAT DESIGNS AND PACKAGING FOR YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE DOES 
YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE FIND MOST APPEALING? 
*DO YOU HAVE THE RAW MATERIALS, SKILLS AND EQUIPMENT 
NECESSARY TO PRODUCE THE PRODUCT OR SERVICE ACCORDING TO WHAT 
THE CONSUMERS ARE BUYING? 
*CAN YOU MEET STANDARDS OF QUALITY IN PACKAGING AND DESIGN 
THAT THE MARKET AND GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS REQUIRE? 
(For more information, see page 16/17) 
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A ST£P-SY-STEP PROCESS 
3.proNotion 3.nd s~lr.s 
During this phase, it is important to determine: \---i'=:L 
*WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO TO MAKE SURE THAT PEOPLE RECOGNIZE~ 
YOUR PRODUCT OR SERVICE AS DISTINCTIVE AND WANT TO BUY IT? 
*WHICH FORMS OF PROMOTION WILL YOU USE TO REACH THE GREATEST 
NUMBERS OF PEOPLE AND HOW MUCH WILL THE PROMOTION COST YOU? 
(For more information, see page 18/19) 
4.distribution 
In this step, you will need to find out: 
*WHAT TYPE OF TRANSPORTATION WILL BE REQUIRED TO GET YOUR 
PRODUCT OR SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC? 
*WILL YOU SELL YOUR PRODUCT YOURSELF OR USE AN INTERMEDIAR Y? 
*WHAT WILL BE THE TIME AND COST INVOLVED IN GETTING YOUR 
PRODUCT OR SERVICE TO THE MARKET? 
(For more informatinn, seP. paoe 20/21) 
5. pric.ing 
To determine the right price to charge for your product or 
service, it is important to have the answers to these 
questions : 
*WHAT ARE OTHER BUSINESSES CHARGING FOR THE SAME OR SIMILAR 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES? 
*HOW MUCH WILL YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE BE ABLE TO PAY FOR THIS 
PRODUCT? 
*WHAT WILL YOUR TOTAL PRODUCTION, MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING 
COSTS BE? 
*HOW MUCH OF A PROFIT DOES YOUR BUSINESS NEED TO EARN? THAT 
IS , AFTER PAYING FOR PRODUCTION, MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING 
COSTS HOW MUCH ADDITIONAL MONEY DO YOU WANT TO HAVE TO 
DISTRIBUTE TO BUSINESS OWNERS OR RE-INVEST IN THE BUSINESS? 
(For more information, see page 22/23) 
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FROM OUR FILES 
rv1a.rket research 
In planning its training for employment program, the 
Jamaica Women's Bureau sought advice from the government's 
Small Industries Division, which forecasted that the 
demand for furniture and equipment for day-care centres 
would be great, given the Government's intere st in 
child-care. The Women's Bureau thus decided to provide 
training for women in carpentry and welding, so that women 
could satisfy this growing market. 
The first training session involved 48 participants and 
included 8 months of technical and business training, ~n 
apprenticeship period and time to develop a cooperative 
structure. During all this time, stipends were paid by the 
government, funds were raised from the Canadian 
International Development Authority and Christian Action 
for Development in the Caribbean for basic equipment and 
raw materials, and a government rent-free building was 
secured . 
As the project began operation, a major problem arose out 
of the initial decision to manufacture day-care furniture 
and equipment. Demand was not nearly as hiqh as antici-
pated and the project found it difficult to compete with 
mass-produced goods imported from developed countries. The 
furniture designs, while attractive, took considerable 
time to make and raw materials had risen in price since 
the inception of the project. 
The women have since decided to expand the items manufac-
tured to include desks, chairs, coffee tables and other 
products that they thought would be in demand locally. 
Still, most orders come from government ministries. A 
wider market is needed, but the women received no 
marketing training and now need advice on this. Since many 
of the women had experience as small traders, attempts are 
being made to build on these skills. 
While market research for the product proved inaccurate 
what is inter~s~ing abo~t this project is that it did p~ove 
that non-trad1t1onal skills for women would increase 
employability •• • . and, in fact, it did! Members left the 
group because they found higher paying jobs elsewhere. So, 
while the products did not sell as expected, women were able 
to increase their income as a result of the project. 
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MARKET RESEARCH: SOME 
(i)UESTIONS TO ASK 
CAN YOU ANSWER TH E FOLLOWING 
(i)UESTIONS FOR YOU R OWN BUSINESS? 
DO YOU KNOW HOW TO GO ABOUT GETTING 
MORE INFORMATION? 
DEFINING 
THE 
MARKET 
THE 
COMPE-
TITION 
TESTING-
THE 
MARKET 
l . Who do you believe will buy your product or service? 
Age __ Sex 
2. Where do your potential customers live? 
Other di s tricts Your countrv 
1. Who will vour competitors be? List them. 
Economic Status 
Your distr i ct 
Other countries 
2. How and why will you compete with them? List specific situat i ons 
and reasons . 
--- -----------
3. What will your marketing strategies be for competing with them? 
- - - -- - --------------
It is a good idea to test your ideas on the market before beg inning 
full-scale operations. Placing prototypes of your product in a f ew 
stores or cooperatives or offering your service on a l imi ted bas i s 
will allow you to find out how your potential customers react . 
1. Was your ororluct well receiverl? yes __ no 
2. Why did people like it? quality design materia l s 
finish-work packaging __ ~e_~- - -
3. Why did people not like it? Li s t reas on s . 
A group of neighborhood women in Caracas, Venernela, 
had been working together as an association for two 
years in various types of production. Then came econo-
mic recession on t"1e heels of the debt crisis, anrl 
tliose who were hardest hit were the female heads of 
households with few economic resources. As a response 
to the situation, this association of women decided to 
work with a national-level organization to develop a 
small enterprise. 
The toy market seemed promising since all foreign 
imports of that sort had been cut off as part of the 
government's austerity program. For three months the 
national organization conducted workshops on toy 
construction, rJroduction methods and the management 
and administratio~ of a small enterprise. 
~verything seemed to be going well--a previous market 
analysis indicated that there were many potential 
customers. The women became even more confident that 
their toys would sell after a cooperative decided to 
purchase a certain number ahead of time after seeinq 
samples of their products. 
The women went to work, investing a great deal of 
money in machinery and raw materials. Two months later 
when they took their products to the cooperative, the 
cooperative members refused to pay for the toys be-
cause of poor quality. The initial samples presented 
by the women, which had been made by the work shop 
trainer, were well finished and attractively pre-
sented. The toys they turned in two months later, 
however, were of much lower quality. 
When the national oraanization that was advisinq them 
tried to track down - the problem, they realized that 
they had neglected to institute an effective system of 
quality control. Some women were turning out well-made 
toys, while others could hardly sew •.. 
NO GOOD 
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IMPROVING YOUR 
PRODUCT (i)UALlTY 
,~-----cs_ --
Prepare a sample product that will ~ 
satisfy your stanrlards. __ _____, ·, 
Decide what variations you should 
or would be willing to incorporate 
into your sample. 
Decide on an assembly order, that 
is, the actual steps of the produc-
tion process. ln the case of a 
blouse, you would first decide what 
cloth to use, then you would trace 
the pattern, cut it out, etc. 
Create standards for each step of 
the process, anrl controls and checks 
to assure that these are followed. 
Rather than establishing absolu-
tely rigid quality control stan-
dards, aim at certain acceptable 
ranges for each article produced. 
13e flexible, inventinq or varying 
your quality control procedures 
when and where necessary. 
11 
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pro not Lon 
Angela Perez is 35 years old and 11orks five hours a 
day as il. cook in a Me xi co City restaurant. In the af-
ternoons, Angela anrJ two of her cousins run_ a small 
catering business, preparing snacks anrl sandwiches for 
parties, weddings, meetings, cocktails, First Commu-
nion celebrations and other social events. 
Her business 1.,,as rJoing so well that Angela had more 
orders than she could fill. So she and her cousins de-
cided to increase oroduction by investing in new 
equ i oment. They applied for a l ow-interest government 
loan anrl hought two refrigerators, a slicing machine 
for bread and cold cuts and a large oven. Two kitchen 
assistants were also hired. 
Things went well at first, and now they had no problem 
f i 11 i ng a 11 the orrlers. However, they soon realized 
that they wouldn't be able to cover the cost of their 
recent investment unless they increased their sales 
volume. The question was how to go about doing this--
they had never before had to make an effort to attract 
customers. Radio and television commercials were con-
sidered, but given their budget, there was no way that 
they could afford that kind of advertising. 
One day Angela told her colleagues at the restaurant 
about her problem. The owner, who had some experience 
in this area, suggested that she print up business 
cards which announced her services and included her 
name, telephone number and address. He offered to 
place them on all the tahles in the restaurant and 
next to the cash register. A month later her sales had 
increased by 15%. 
Angela and her cousins were so pleased with the results 
that they prepared some attractive brochures and dis-
tributed them in restaurants where they had friends 
working. Thanks to this promotional effort, they were 
able to hire another kitchen assistant anrl within a 
matter of months they were working to full capacity. 
They have been so successful that, at this point they 
can even pay for radio spots and announcements in the 
movie theaters. 
18 
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How do we pr~111ott. our product? 
What media should you use for advertisinq? It is important for 
the success of your business that you choose wisely. Before 
beginning your promotion campaign, ask yourself these two 
questions: 
HOW MUCH MONEY AND WHAT KINDS OF RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE 
FOR PROMOTING THE PRODUCT? 
GIVEN YOUR RESOURCES, WHAT ADVERTISING TErHNIOUES WILL YOU 
USE TO GET THE CUSTOMERS TO NOTICE YOUR PRODUCT? 
Below vou will find a list of the various media that can be used 
for advertisinq purposes. Or perhaps you have had better results 
with other methods. Read the followinq list carefully and decide 
which would behest for your business, takinq into account 
resources and results. 
Canyou Will it l"t:.a.ch 
Media affot>a it? your po+t:.nt ia.l c1.1st0Mer.is? 
YES I NO YES I NO 
--fliers 
--posters 
--billboards 
--brochures 
--neon siq'1S 
--business cards 
--loudspe-3.ker 
announcements 
--announcements on 
trucks, pens, etc. 
--announcements in 
other strategic 
locations 
--murals 
--placards 
--movie theater 
announcements 
--sandwich boards 
--radio spots 
--magazines 
--newspapers 
--television 
--word-of-mouth 
--other vendors 
12 
\ 
distribution 
ln Tumaco, Colombia, an isolated port city on the 
borcfer with Ecuador, a qroup of women cfecided _to 
start a oarment- manufacturinq cooperativr. Durrn9 
the firsi year, they cfistrihJted their products in 
the local market with great success, and manacied to 
establish themselves. By the end of that year they 
had set up a rotatina fund to ma ke credit availahl e 
to co-op members for purchasina raw material s or 
sewing equipment. They also devised a reinvestment 
system for those women who wished to put their pro-
~its hack into the co-operative. 
Once they had saturated thP market, however, busi-
ness beqan to slow down. The coooerat ive stopper 
orowino ·and the members heqan to lose confidence in 
the enterprise. Then one of the women, who had somP 
experience in small businesses, suooested that they 
look for new markets for their products. They 
designed a line of baby clothes, and set out with 
their samples for the commercial centers of Cali 
and Pasto. In Cali, the Le_v, a national chain of 
department stores, bought their proructs. Before 
long, they had contracts throughout the countrv. 
Today, it is - the job of several of the women to 
oroanize special trips throughout the year for 
distribution and sales purposes, and to look for 
new markets. Despite the fact that Tumaco is one of 
Colombia' s most isolatrct cities, this co-operative 
has hPen very successful. 
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How clo we clistr•bute our praduct? 
Distribution includes ill the steps that get the product from the pro-
ducer to the customer. Distrihution channels can be simple and direct , 
or complicaterl, depending on the product and on the market you have 
targeted for sales. 
When distributing your product, there are three important matters you 
will have to decide on: 
Whether to sell directly to the consumer, or through an 
intermediary. 
Whether to be involved in wholesale or retail marketing, 
which will determine where you distribute your goods. 
Which means of transportation best suit your distribution 
needs--messenqers, business partners, trucks, etc. 
What follows is a list of possible distribution points. Some are more 
traditional than others, but it is up to you to decide which ones best 
suit your needs, and would be most effective for distributing your 
products. 
--your home 
--the home of a friend 
--local rlepartment stores 
--carts or booths on 
the street 
--open-air markets 
--neiqhborhood stores 
--workplaces 
--door to door 
--artisan fairs 
--mail 
--bazaars 
--supermarkets 
--large department 
stores or franchises 
--specialty boutiques 
___________ ?..1 
the cost/f?rlte 
relattonshtp 
As one of its services to women's qroups, Kahayag, a 
service support group for women in the Philippine s , de-
cided to set up a market far women-made products. They 
matched the products of two groups: A Muslim 1-fOl~en' s 
group was weavinq cloth and mats with trad1t~onal 
designs . Kahayag helped them cost their raw material~, 
and emphasized that the women must also calculate in 
the cost of their labor, since women often put a very 
low price on their own time . Kahayaq also helped them 
determine what "profit" they wanted to make. With the 
cost of 1 ahor, raw mater i a 1 s and prof it, they worked 
toqether to arrive at a price for the products. 
Kahayag bought the Muslim women's products and trans-
ported it to the city where a group of low-income women 
sewed them into finished products. Kahayaq worked with 
the second group, as well, in determining cost of 
labor, raw materials and profit needed to determine the 
market price . 
Deciding that · the tourist and department stores were 
too big and paid too little for such items, Kahayaq 
worked on developing "alternative markets" for the 
women's products, and set prices accordingly. Staff 
approached social development groups countrywide to 
sell handicrafts in their shops. Kahayag also ran 
bazaars and promoted these in the community. At first, 
this strategy worked well and profits were realized. 
Due to various economic and political factors, the peso 
was devalued twice soon after the project started. The 
price of raw materials increased dramatically. Infla-
tion reduced people's buying capacity. Soon, the market 
for the products decreased . 
Currently, Kahayag is seeking alternative markets out-
side of the Philippines so that they can charge enough 
to earn a profit on the product. They are also 
attempting to diversify the product 1 i ne to inc 1 ude 
such necessities as soap that can be sold locally. 
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Selling a product involves determining an accurate price--one which is 
neither too high nor too low in relation to the cost of production and 
market conditions. Remember to actrl in all production costs. The 
followin g chart ma_y help you t o asses s yourcosts correctly. 
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PRODUCTION MARKETING & TOTAL COSTS DISTRIBUTION 
COSTS 
-Raw Materials -Machinery 
& Equipment 
-Input Materials -E xpenses such + -Packaging as El ectricit_y -Transportation or Rent, etc. 
--Labor -Admini strative -Promotion & Advertising 
Expenses 
PROFIT MARGIN 
How much extra money will your bu s iness need 
to function as it should, and to progress . 
--
TOTAL COST OF 
THE ARTICLE 
+ PROFITS -
COST 
OF 
- THE 
ARTICLE 
PROI=IT 
SALE 
PRICE 
A FinAL MARkE.TinG 
C~ECKllST FOR SMAL-... 
&USinESS P~OJECTS 
While there is not a great deal of material a~ailable o~ 
marketing for micro-enterprise projects, parti~ularly with 
a focus on women's projects, a review of material~ sugqests 
that the following questions are important. You mig~t want 
to use this list as a check against your own marketing 
plan, to be sure that you have covered all necessary points. 
1. Are local markets available? 
2. Are markets seasonal or permanent? 
3. Are markets for certain products declining or increasing? 
4. What is the price and quality of existing competing products? 
5. Are there any standards with regard to taste, packaginq or size 
which need to be fulfilled so as to meet consumer preferences? 
6. Are there constraints, such as a preference for imported goods, 
to contend with, and are there ways of overcoming these? 
7. Is your product being produced for a: domestic market, local 
tourist market or international/export market? What effect does 
this have on your marketing plans? 
8. Can markets be found through contacting government officials, 
schools, hospitals, supermarkets and other organizations? 
9. Can production and distribution be made more competitive by the 
introduction of improved technology? 
10 . Do you know about fairs and exhibitions that show new products to 
the qeneral public or to specialists? Have you thought about par-
ticipating in these? 
11. Have you fully explored the arrangements that can be made with 
agents and intermediaries for selling your product or service? 
Do you understand the advantages and disadvantaqes of workinq with 
an agent? Have you taken the cost of the agent into account in 
determining the market price of your product? 
12. Have you investigated whether trade publications exist that relate 
to the _pro~uc~ y~u are mak~ng? Have you requested sample copies to 
determine if it is worthwhile for you to receive these? 
A FinAL MARkE.TinG 
C~ECKllST FOR SMAU.. 
e,usinESS P~O.TECTS 
l con ti nu eel) 
13. Have government regulations and tariffs that apply to your product 
or service been fully investigated? Do you have all of the 
documents that are needed to begin distribution and sales? 
14. Have you produced samples of your product for testing the market? 
Will your bulk production items maintain the quality presented in 
your sample? 
15. Have you established the appropriate recordkeeping systems for 
maintaining information on sales patterns for your business? 
16. Have you fully considered the packaging requirements for your 
product? Have you calculated the full cost of preparing the 
packaging? Do your labels serve the following two purposes: sat-
isfy government requirements and promote interest in your product? 
17. How far away from the site of production is your market located? 
Have you made adequate provisions for transporting your product 
to market? 
18. Does your product need to be stored or warehoused? How will this 
effect distribution and production? Have you calculated the cost 
of and made arrangements for storage? 
19. Have you contacted different oranizations--including governmental, 
trade, and groups producing similar products--to see what kinds of 
information, advice and experiences they might share? 
20. ESPECIALLY FOR WOMEN: Have you calculated the cost of your labor 
for production, management and marketing into the total cost of 
producing your product or service? Have you priced your time at 
current market value? Are you using this ca lculation as a means of 
determining the final price of your product? 
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In almost every country, and in many communities, oraanizations exist that 
provide different forms of assistance to small businesses. It miqht be 
helpful to check with some of these to find out if they offer services, 
advice or materials that your group can use . You could check with the: 
1. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
.•. for information on business rule s and 
reaulations and information on competina 
businesses. 
~- MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 
•.• for information on rules and requlations 
and for advice on where to acquire - small 
business skills. 
3. NATIO NAL BRANCH OF THE INTERNATI ONAL FEDERA-
TION OF BUSINESS AND PROFE SS IONAL WOMEN 
•.. for information about other women-owned 
businesses, anrl sources of technical as s istance. 
4. UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, MANAGEMENT 
AND BUSINESS 
•.. for information about training proarams, 
sources of technical assistance, and statistics 
on businesses in your country. 
5. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY 
ORGANIZATIONS WORKING WITH SMALL BUSINE SS ES 
.•• for sources of technical assistance, information 
on technologies and techniques that may be useful 
to production and distribution. 
6. YOUR GOVERNMENT'S WOMEN' S BUREAU 
•.. for information on national or local programs to 
assist women's groups in forming small business en-
terprises. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
Although this newsletter has not dealt extensively with the issues of 
marketing handicrafts and choosing export markets over local markets , these 
remain important considerations for women's projects worldwide. In 
recognition of the many requests we have received from women's handicraft 
projects interested in exporting, we are including a list of Alternative 
Marketing Oranizations (AMOs). 
AMOs are trading and educational groups in developed countries that 
establish export marketing channels for disadvantaged groups in the Third 
World. While those listed below all fall under the category of "Alte~native 
Marketing" they may be very different in the way they operate and the pro-
ducts they import. For instance: 
Most primarily import handicrafts, although some sell foodstuffs and 
industrial items. 
Many AMOs are affiliated with church groups. 
Most AMOs are not-for-profit, although some are commercial enterprises. 
Some AMOs have their own retail outlets, while others act more as inter-
mediaries and sell to stores in their own regions. 
It would be impossible for us to check on the reputation or criteria for 
all of the AMOs listed below. If you are interested in export markets, you 
might want to write to some of those listed to find out about how they 
function. We urge you to check other groups' experiences with any interme-
diary organization before entering into any formal arrangement with them. 
ACTION FOR WORK AND DEVELOPMENT 
112a Gays Arcade 
Adelaide, South Australia 5000 
Australia 
AIJS1RALIAN CATI-IOLIC RELIEF 
PO Box 124 
Brickfield Hill, Sydney NSW2000 
Australia 
CCM-ONI'IY AID ABROAD 
GPO Box 1000 
Sydney NSW2001 Australia 
TRADING PARTNERS 
39 Pynnont Street 
Pynnont NSW2009, Australia 
CARITAS SHOP 
Seilerstatte 30 
A-1010 Vienna, Austria 
EZA 
Postfach 74 
A-5101 Bergheim, Austria 
ARTIMO 
Rue Louis Thijs 6-8 
Brussels , Belgium 
MAGASINS DU 1-0NDE 
Rue de la Caserne 74 
B-1000 Brussels , Belgium 
OXFAM WARELDWINKELS 
Burggravenlaan 62 
B-9000 Gent, Belgium 
ALTE.R.NATIVE MAR~E.TI NG 112 ~51 
~--O_R_G_A_N_IZ_/\._~_1o_N_s _ < G_on_t_in_u_~a_) __ ---, ,OD 
WORLD UNIVFRSITY SERVICE 
Caravan, PO Box 3000 
Station "C" Ottawa 
Ontario KlY,4M8, Canada 
1l-lE DEVELOPING COUNTIUES FOUNDATION 
PO Box 1290 
DK-8210, Denmark 
KIRKENES V-LANDSOPLYNING 
Noregate 11 
DK-1165 Copenhagen, Denmark 
1l-lE SWALLOWS 
Osterbrogade 49 
DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark 
1l-lE SWALLOWS 
Vartiokatu 30 
SF-96200 Rovameri 20, Finland 
ARTISANS DU 1-0NDE 
20 Rue Rochechouart 
F-75009 Paris, France 
AKTION PARTNERSOiAFT DRITTE 
WELT, EV 
Postfach Neuburgweier 
Otto-Worner-Strasse 7 
D-7512 Rhetmstetten 3 
Fed. Republic of Germany 
DFIJTSCHE KALKUITA GRUPPE 
Jaegerstrasse 5 
D-4600 Dortmtmd 1 
Fed. Republic of Germany 
ARBEITSGPMEINSCHAFT RJR 
EN1WICKLUNGSPLANUNG 
Renatastr. 36 
D-8000 Mtmich 19 
Fed. Republic of Germany 
DRITTE WELT GMBH 
Postfach 1661 
D-4500 Osnabruck 
Fed. Republic of Germany 
GEPA-AKTION DRITTE WELT HANDEL 
Talstrasse 20, D-5830 Schwelm 
Fed. Republic of Germany 
CM..Al-fi 
4-5 Enslace Street 
Dublin 2, Ireland 
CONCERN 
1 Camden Street 
Dublin 2, Ireland 
I TRE STANZONI SRL 
Via Cavenaghi 6 
1-20149 Milano, Italy 
ABAL FOUNDATION 
Rouwkooplaan 7 
NL-2251 AP Voorschoten 
Netherlands 
ITER-OIDRO'I- DEVELOFMENT 
EDUCATION FOUNDATION 
Essdoornlaan 10 
NL-Nijkerk, Netherlands 
SOS-WERELrnANDEL 
PO Box 25 
NL6460 AA Kerkrade, Netherlands 
TRADE AID, INC 
PO Box 18626 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
ALTERNATIV MARKED 
Bergjelandsgt 40-42 
N-4000 Stavanger, Norway 
ALTERNATIV HANDEL 
Uranienborgeinen 29 
N-Oslo 3, Norway 
SAMARBEIDS PROSJEKTET 
Var Verden, Kongensgt 94 
N-7000 Trondheim, Norway 
AFRO ART FOUNDATION 
Drottninggatan 12 
S-11151 Stockholm, Sweden 
SOLIDARISK HANDEL 
Ktmgstensgaten 27 
S-11357 Stockholm, Sweden 
SWEDEN FREE CHURO'I AID 
Alvsjo Gardsvag 3 
S-12530 Albsjo, Sweden 
SWEDISH TRUST FOR TRADE WITH 
DEVELOPING COONTRIES 
Osterstalstorg 2 
Stockholm, Sweden 
BASEL MISSION 
Missionsstrasse 21 
O'l-4003 Basel, Switzerland 
CARITAS SWITZERLAND 
Lowenstrasse 3 
O'l-6002 Lucerne, Switzerland 
FRIDA MARKETING SERVICES 
111 Long Acre 
London WC2E 9NT, United Kingdom 
GLOBAL VI LL.AGE CRAFTS 
Rounclwell Street 
South Petherton 
Somerset, England United Kingdom 
ONE VILLAGE 
Charlburby 
Oxford OX7 3SQ , United Kingdom 
TEARCRAFT 
11 Station Road, Teddington 
Middlesex TWll 9AA, United Kingdom 
OXFAM TRADING 
Murdock Road Estate, Bicester 
Oxon OX6 7RF, United Kingdom 
FRIENDS OF 1l-lE THIRD WORLD 
611 W. Wayne St. 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 46802 USA 
MENNONITE CEN1RAL C(M.{JTTEE 
21 South 12th Street 
Akron, Pennsylvania 17501 USA 
NEIGHBOURS CRAFTS 
5116 North Portland 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73112 USA 
SERW 
PO Box 365, New Windsor 
Maryland 21776 USA 
WORLDCRAFT 
19303 Fremont Avenue 
Seattle, Washington 98133 USA 
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POST-NAIROBI 1!1 
PRODUCTIONS FROM iWTC 
In July 
Kenya to 
meetings 
at these 
available 
1985, more than 14,000 women from countries worldwide came to Nairobi 
participate in the culminating non-governmental and governmentai 
of_ the _Decade for Women. The events, activities and issues experienced 
h1stor1c meetings will come to life in a variety of productions 
from the International Women's Tribune Centre. These include: 
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PUBLICATIONS 
Decade Postdate _____________ _ 
PR ICE 
$1.25 
This 8-page bulletin will serve as a handy reference material 
to individuals and group~ seeking a concise information source 
on the major themes and meetings that took place in Nairobi. 
Available: October 1985 
Images of Nairobi: Information Resources for the 
Decade for Women #S ------------
Designed as both a scrapbook and community action kit, this 
issue will provide overviews of selected emphasis areas at 
Forum '85, excerpts of major speeches, listings of resources, 
and contact points for any follow-up actions. It will be 
illustrated with line drawings and photo sketches. Available: 
October 1985 
Forward Looking Strategies: Information Resour-
ces for the Decade for Women #6 -------
A summary of the Forward Looking Strategies document adopted at 
the World Conference, excerpts from the regional Forward 
Looking Strategies reports, and summarie~ of issue pap~rs a~d 
action agendas proposed at the Forum will be synthesized 1n 
this document. Available: November 1985 
The Tech & Tools Report _________ _ 
A 20-page illustrated narrative and analysis of the Tech & 
Tools eve~t at Forum '85, which involved more than 40 women's 
and development organizations_ in exhibitions, di~cussions ~nd 
demonstrations about technologies useful to women 1n developing 
countries. Available: October 1985 
The Tech & Tools Book: A Guide to Technologies 
Women Are Using Worldwide---------
Being produced in collaboration ~ith the Intermedi~te 
Technology Development Group/UK,_ this 200-page text will 
include a catalogue of technologies from around the_worl~, 
· f t · p,·eces related to the use of technologies 1n 1n orma 10n . f , 
women's projects, and appendices_ on resources 
19
o
86
r womens 
appropriate technology efforts. Available: January 
$3.00 
$3.00 
$3.00 
$ID. 00 
SLIDE·T APE PRESENTATIONS 
Images of the Decade------------
A panoramic view of women's achievements, strategies a~d 
priorities throughout the 10 years of the Decad~ for Women is 
presented in this 131-frame slide / tape, set to music from around 
the world . This set is of particular use to those wanting t o 
convey both an historical and forward-looking sense of a global 
women's movement. Available: October 1985 
Forum 8S: Women Celebrate the Decade----
Eighty colorful slides, an audi ocassette and script bring 
images of the 9-day meeting in Nairobi alive t o those who could 
not attend ... as well as those who were there and want a vivid 
reminder of their experience. It is useful as a discussion 
opener for women's meetings, in classrooms and for other groups 
interested in Decade for Women issues. Available: Oct ober 1985 
If It's Not Appropriate For Women, It's Not 
Appropriate: Tech and Tools in Nairobi 198S_ 
Using the Tech & Tools event as a focal point, this slide-tape 
will raise issues about women's access to and control over 
technologies, particularly in women's projects in developing 
countries. It will include 80 slides, an audiocassette and 
script, as well as a brief resource listing for reading on 
related issues. Available: October 1985 
POSTCARDS AND POSTERS 
Three Decade-inspired posters and postcards can be ordered fro m 
IWTC . These are as follows: 
Ir IT'I ltCl'I' 
IJ'PIIONIATI 
FOi WIDMEH 
'"'""' APPIOPltlAH • 
W TB!.'I .lllall. 1f.1T iHt~ POTS AM-~~PR~ ·~· lilll) WU.vt TlKll Wll 111'111 
Na.no~ OP ff01'\Cl 111111. Ll1T 
11P n~ V01,u wmi NAnon, 
OP Cllllllt 'IIQl'l.UI 
f.! Q ft 
Postcards cost 30 cents each or 4 cards for $1.00. 
Posters cost $5.00 each. 
Also available at WOMANBOOKS 
201 West 92nd Street 
New York, NY 10025 
f ROl'f\ T'lt. C. \.O lt. OU T"- rOt. l'Wl 
1'1.I C. t. Tlr"IT 
1\1&1• 0 • 1 IC. \. JJV & •~IS 
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OTH~,. iWTC DECAD~ PRODUCTIONS 
Prio~ to th: W~rld Conference and FORUM ' 85 in Nairobi, IWTC published several 
~pecial series of Decade-related information as part of its efforts to dissem-
inate news of plans and preparations as widely as possible. These series included: 
The Tribune: 
Three special issues of IWTC's quarterly newsletter, The Tribt.me, focus on plans 
for the world conferences for the Decade for Women both governmental and non-
governmental, held in Nairobi, Kenya, July 1985. (fuglish, Spanish, French). 
1. Newsletter #22, First Quarter 1983; 
2. Newsletter #26, First Quarter 1984; 
3. Newsletter #30, First Quarter 1985 . 
The Tribt.me is free to women .and women's groups in Third World countries. For 
all others, prices are as follows: Individual orders: $2.00 ea. Subscription 
rate for 3 Decade issues: $6.00. Bulk rates: 1-10 copies, $2.00 ea; !1-25 
copies, $1.50; 26-50 copies, $1.00 ea; over SO copies,$ .75 ea. 
Decade Update: 
Decade Update is an occasional 8-paqe hulletin on Decade information produced by 
IWTC in collaboration with women's media networks in Africa, Latin America, Asia 
and the Caribbean. Five issues only are planned. Each issue contains a special 
regional supplement. 
Decade Update is sent to people already on The Tribune mailing list. For all 
others, prices are as follows: Individual orders: $1.25 ea. ~ubscriptior. rate 
for all 5 issues: $6.00. Bulk rates: 2-9 copies, $1.00 ea; 10-49 copies, $ .75 
ea; 50-99 copies, $ .50 ea; over 100 copiP.s, $ .35 ea. 
Decade for Women: Information Resources. 
The Information Resources series includes six issues. Each issue contains 
information that relates to the activities surroundinq the Decade for Women con-
ferences in Nairobi, July 1985. 
11: 
12: 
13: 
#4: 
Bibliography of documentation prepared for Decade conferences. English 
and Spanish. June 1984, 22 pp. {$2. 00) 
Contact List (names and addresses) of periodicals produced by women's 
groups worldwide. October 1984, 32 pp. (Out of Print) 
Bibliography of special issues of periodicals focusing on Decade issues. 
November 1984, 34 pp. ($2.00) 
FORUM 1 35 Activities List . A directory of gr~ups_and ~rga~izations that 
k h ps and other activities at FORUM 85 in Nairobi, July 10-19. ran war s o . • b · 1 bl This booklet was published prior to the meeting ut remains a va ua e 
networkin g tool. May 1985, 72 PP·· ($4. 00) 
ORDER FORM 
TITLE QUANTITY ITEM COST TOT AL 
POSTAGE AND HANDLING (see below) 
TOTAL $ 
POSTAGE AND HANDLING: 
USA ANO CANADA - For orders under $20.00 add 25% for postage and handling. 
For orders of $20.00 and over, add 20%. Please enquire about special postage 
rates for bulk orders. 
ALL OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES - Add 25% of sale for surface mail or 50% of 
sale for air mail printed matter. 
YOUR NAME 
ADDRESS -----------------=c=rT=y~------
STATE -------~C:;-;::O~UN::7'T:-:::R~Y------ z-=-I p=--=c...,..o=oE=------------- --------
ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID IN US$. PLEASE MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE 
TO: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S TRIBUNE CENTRE. 
SEND TO: IWTC, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA 
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